
Model-Based RL for ChallengingManipulation Tasks
Description
Recent work showed that modern model-based reinforcement learning approachescan be deployed on real robots for simple manipulation tasks [3]. Yet, the con-sidered tasks are conceptually simple, using highly discretized action spaces andlow-frequency control and observation frequencies. While this is feasible for sometasks, like grasping single soft objects, many interesting settings are more challeng-ing. They require more precise, continuous control, working on a higher frequency,as well as considering forces and torques.

Figure 1: While Model-Based Reinforcement Learning on real robots was previouslyused for simple tasks where highly discretized action spaces and low-frequency ob-servations are sufficient (e.g., picking up soft items, as on the left), here we are goingto look at how to make it work for more challenging tasks. A first example is plug-ging an electrical plug into a power socket (middle). As the plug occludes the socketwe cannot rely on vision but need to consider forces applied to the robot. A secondexample is a box manipulation task (3 images on the right). The challenge here isthat the robot constantly needs to react to the box’s movement which might not beentirely predictable due to unknowns such as friction or the box’s weight.
This thesis aims at investigating the use of model-based RL for more challengingtasks. We will have a look at the preconditions for such tasks, how to representthe actions, and how to incorporate information from various sensors at differingfrequencies.Tasks

• Getting familiar with recent model-based RL approaches [2, 1] and our simu-lation pipeline.• Design challenging manipulation tasks in our simulation framework and eval-uate model-based RL approaches on those tasks.• Investigate different approaches to action representation and observation fu-sion.• Work towards deploying the developed methods on a real robot system.References
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